Abstract: Methods and systems for planning a bronchoscopic lung volume reduction procedure, such as placement of a one-way valve or biosealant or energy delivery in a patient's lungs. The system may include a processor and programming operable on the processor for planning the lung volume reduction procedure. Planning the lung volume reduction procedure by the processor may include receiving (12) patient volumetric images, analyzing (14) the images to identify the lobes and airway tree of the lungs, displaying (20) a suggested treatment volume on the three dimensional model, receiving (22) a selected treatment volume from a user, generating and displaying (24) a suggested treatment location within the airway tree, receiving (26) a selected treatment location within the airway tree from the user, receiving (18) a selected treatment modality from the user, and displaying (28) a treatment plan.
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A system for planning a bronchoscopic lung volume reduction procedure for a patient comprising:
- a processor;
- programming operation on the processor for planning the lung volume reduction procedure;
- and
- an accompanying method for using this system, so that a bronchoscopic lung volume reduction procedure can be pre-planned.
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2. claims: 13-19

A system for monitoring the results of a lung volume reduction procedure for a patient comprising:
- a processor;
- programming operation on the processor for displaying the results of a lung volume reduction procedure,
- so that the results of a lung volume reduction procedure can be monitored.
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